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Let M(n) be the largest integer that can be expressed as a sum of the reciprocal
of distinct integers n. Then for some c1 , c2>0, log n+#&2&(c1log2 n)M(n)
log n+#&(c2log2 n), which answers a question of Erdo s.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let N(n) be the set of all integers that can be written in the form
ni=1 =i i, where =i takes either 0 or 1. Concerning the order of |N(n)|,
P. Erdo s and R. L. Graham [1] asked whether |N(n)|>>log n. This ques-
tion was settled by the author [7]. He showed that
\12&
log2 n
log n + log n|N(n)|log n+1.
Here and in the following, we let logj denote the j th fold iterated logarithm.
Recently, the lower bound of |N(n)| was improved by the author [8] so
that
|N(n)|log n \1&3+o(1)log2 n + .
Besides the question of sharpening the lower and upper bounds of |N(n)|,
one of the remaining problems in this area is to give an estimate for the size
of the largest integer in N(n) [2]. We let M(n)=max[a : a # N(n)]. Then
M(n)|N(n)|log n \1&3+o(1)log2 n + .
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In this article, to improve the lower and upper bounds of M(n), we first
show that a certain denominator can never be used to express an integer
as a sum of unit fractions. Then we show how to throw away unnecessary
denominators to express an integer as a sum of unit fractions, and as a
consequence we derive the following result.







for some constants c1 , c2>0 and Euler constant #.
2. LEMMATA
As in [6], the letter p, with or without subscript, denotes exclusively a
prime number. The jth prime is written as pj . S :=[sj : j1] is the increasing
sequence of all positive integers of the form p2i, i0.
Lemma 1. (i) >t1 s
=i
i , = i=0 or 1, are all distinct.
(ii) If 1ast , then a=>t1 s
=i
i , =i=0 or 1.
(iii) If p2l & lcm[n: nst], then p2
l+1&1 & > t1 si .
Proof. (i) and (ii) are Lemma 1 of [5].
For (iii) note that p, p2, p4, ..., p2l are all in S. Thus p2l & lcm[n: nst]
implies that p2lst and by (ii), p } p2 } p4 } } } p2
l
= p2l+1&1 & > t1 si .
Lemma 2. Let
P$={p : n(1&2log2 n) log n<pn=
and define Z$=[ jn: there exists p # P$, p | j]. Then there exists a
constant n0 such that for all nn0 ,  j # J 1j # N(n) implies J & Z$=,.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that j # J & Z$. Then there exists p # P$




















where p |% ji for i=1, 2, ..., m and j $1< j $2< } } } <j $l<log n(1&(2log n)).
Since j # J 1j # N(n) and p |% ji for i=1, 2, ..., m,












But this is impossible. For
log lcm( j $1 , j $2 , ..., j $l)log lcm \1, 2, ..., _log n \1& 2log2 n+&+
and
log lcm[n: nx]=9(x)x \1+ 32 log x+ for x>102
imply that
log lcm( j $1 , j $2 , ..., j $l)log n \1& 2log2 n+\1+
9
5 log2 n+
<log n \1& 15 log2 n+ ,
which in turn implies that lcm( j $1 , j $2 , ..., j $l)  l1 1j $i<p. Thus J & Z$=,.
Lemma 3. Let Q=n(log n)3 and define P=[Q<pn: p a prime], Z=






































(3 log2 n+1) \log2 n+ 1log2 n&log2 Q+
1
2 log2 Q+ .
Since Q=n(log n)3, we have




+\3 log2 nlog n +
2
.





(3 log2 n+1) \log2 n+ 1log2 n&log2 n+
3 log2 n
log n









Lemma 4. Let Q*=- n(log n)3 and define P*i=[Q*<p2
i
n : p a
prime], Z*i=[ jn : there exists p2
i
# Pi , p2
i
| j]. Then there exists a constant








2(log n)34 (log n+3 log2 n+2)
n14
.
















































We now rewrite the sum as
:














i=1 \ :p2i # P*i
log n+1&log p2i
p2i + .
Using the estimate we obtained above, we see that
:
j # Z*1 _ } } } _ Z*l
1
j























Since Q*=- n(log n)3, we have
:












2(log n)34 (log n+3 log2 n+2)
n14
.
Lemma 5. Let t be given, and define u, k by the properties that pu
is the smallest prime greater than st and pk is any prime satisfying
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st 2<- pk <2st . Then there exists a constant t0 such that, for all tt0 and
all r in the range
\1+ 1log2 pk &
2






pjr<\2+ 1log2 pk &
2














p j , di
> t1 sj >
k
u pj
9pk (log pk)2 (log2 pk)3
for all i, and r=m1 d i .
Proof. This is Theorem 2 of [7].
With these lemmas in our hands, we are now able to prove Theorem 1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We first show that M(n)log n+#&2&(c1 log2 n) for some c1>0. As
in Lemmata 3, 4 we let Q=n(log n)3 and Q*=- n(log n)3, and define P,
Pi* , Z, Z i*, T by
P=[Q<pn: p a prime]
Pi*=[Q*<p2
i
n: p a prime]
Z=[ jn: there exists p # P, p | j]
Z i*=[ jn: there exists p2
i
# Pi* , p2
i
| j]
T=[ jn: j  Z, j  Zi for i=1, 2, ..., l],
where 22
l











Let pu be the smallest prime greater than Q* and pk be the largest prime
smaller than Q. Let st be the largest integer in S satisfying st[Q*]. Then
we claim the following.
Claim.








Proof of Claim. Suppose that q # T. Then q must be in one of the
following intervals:
(1, Q*), (Q*, Q), (Q, n).
Case 1. If q # (1, Q*) then by Lemma 1, q=> t1 s
=i
i for some i and
q | > t1 si .
Case 2. If q # (Q*, Q) then q= p=ii >p<Q* p
mp, where pi # (Q*, Q)









Case 3. If q # (Q, n) then since q # T all divisors of q are in (1, Q).






j . This completes the
proof of claim.




















> t1 si >
k





where r can be chosen so that
\1+ 1log2 pk &
2






pjr<\2+ 1log2 pk &
2
























Since pk is the largest prime smaller than Q, and st is the largest integer in






<- pk <- Q=Q*<2st .
Then by Lemma 5, we know r can be expressed as a sum of distinct
divisors of >t1 si >
k
u pj . Thus we can define














, d i # D= .
We note that since d i* are divisors of > t1 si >
k
u pj and pk<Q, we have
D* & Z=, and D* & Z i*=, for i=1, 2, ..., l. We also note that by
Lemma 5
d i* =




9pk (log pk)2 (log2 pk)3




(log n)2 (log2 n)3
<n for n large.












































2(log n)34 (log n+3 log2 n+2)
n14
,







> t1 si >
k
u pj
\2+ 1log2 pk &
2
































Next we show M(n)log n+#&(c2 log2 n) for some c2>0.
Let Q$=n((1&(2log2 n)) log n) and define P$=[ p: Q$<pn] and
Z$=[ jn: there exists p # P$, p | j]. Then by Lemma 2, we know

















































(log n+#) \log2 n& 12 log2 n&log2 Q$&
1
log2 Q$+


























































This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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